DDI Alliance Executive Board Meeting
9 June 2021
Present: Bill Block, Cathy Fitch, Maggie Levenstein, Jared Lyle, Steve McEachern, Barry
Radler, Joachim Wackerow, Guests: Darren Bell, Hilde Orten

Funding Proposals
The Executive Board reviewed the funding proposals submitted for the upcoming fiscal year
(July 2021 through June 2022). See Appendix A.
Ingo Barkow (Chair of the Scientific Board) had emailed the Scientific Board’s feedback to
Steve, Bill, and Jared prior to the meeting. Hilde and Darren attended on behalf of the Scientific
Board to provide feedback about the funding requests related to scientific or technical activities.
According to the funding guidelines on the DDI web site: “If requests are related to scientific or
technical activities, the DDI Scientific Board will evaluate the request from the perspective of the
Alliance Scientific Plan and provide feedback to the Executive Board. Incoming budget
requests related to scientific or technical activities will be prioritized according to their level of
importance, and a reasoning with pros and cons for each evaluation will be made available, for
the purpose of clarity and transparency.”
The Scientific Board’s feedback:
The Scientific Board discussed all requests during the meeting on 8th of June 2021. We see all
the requests as valid and of similar priorities. Therefore we recommend funding them all even if
this necessitates using the savings from previous years.
We see this as a balanced proposal from different working groups and contributors containing
multiple important areas to be covered.
Furthermore, the total sum of $93.921 should rather be seen as a reservation for following years
as the requests contain a lot of travel costs where like in previous years there is uncertainty if
they finally will be used.
Similarly, due to the lack of travel costs in the previous two years there have been budget
savings where we recommend investment in this budget period to boost proper working
procedures after a long period of obstacles.
Several concerns were discussed among the Executive Board, including:
•

Equity -- Some proposals request funding for external consultants while many Alliance
members are providing in-kind support and do not receive funding. For what activities is
it acceptable to pay outside consultants instead of receiving in-kind contributions? It was
recommended that the Executive Board should provide good guidance on this topic. It

•

•

•

was also recommended that requests for external consultants should provide more
information about the need for a paid consultant versus using in-kind contributions.
Reporting -- Funded requests do not always provide follow-up information about
deliverables. It was recommended that approved budget requests must provide a report
at the end of the fiscal year explaining deliverables.
Reserves -- The funding requests exceed expected revenue by 50%, requiring use of
Alliance reserves. How much should the Alliance retain in reserves? What activities are
OK to fund with reserves? It was recommended that the Executive Board establish a
policy on reserves, including goals for allocation and minimum acceptable balances. A
Board member requested this topic be discussed at the annual meeting of members.
Travel -- The pandemic has reshaped travel behavior. It was suggested that the Alliance
use the next year or two to reassess travel, including to ask travel requests to provide
information about why travel is preferred to virtual meetings.

The Executive Board expressed appreciation to the Scientific Board for their review and
recommendations. The Executive Board unanimously approved all funding proposals for
FY2022 ($152,071 in total).

Annual Meeting of Members Preparation
No further changes to the annual meeting agenda are needed.

Executive Board Election
During the May Executive Board meeting, members discussed reaching out to specific
organizations to encourage nominations for Executive Board candidates. Jared will follow-up
with Steve about potential candidates.

Appendix A

These are the recurring and requested expenses for FY2022 (July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022). Recurring expenses are anticipated regular expenses of the Alliance. Funding requests represent
all funding requests submitted by Alliance members as of June 8, 2021. Each major Alliance committee or group was asked to submit a funding request. Additionally, a message was sent to the
entire DDI community soliciting funding requests. All submitted funding requests are listed below. The DDI Scientific Board evaluated requests related to scientitic or technical activities from the
perspective of the Alliance Scientific Plan. They will provide feedback about requests related to scientific or technical activities to the Executive Board. A link to the full funding request description is
also provided.
Reviewed by
ITEMNO Scientific Board?

Activity

Requested

Recurring Expenses
Staff Salaries
1

No

Salaries

$45,000
Total

$45,000

Research Supplies & Services
2

No

DDI Registry web hosting

$900

3

No

Zoom virtual meetings

$150

4

No

Wire fees (estimate)

$100
Total

$1,150

Alliance Travel & Hosting
5

No

Annual meeting hosting

$1,000

6

No

Meeting attendance (e.g., UNECE)

$2,000
Total

$3,000

Funding Requests
Committee/WG Requests
Marketing & Partnerships WG
7

No

"Conference sponsorships and marketing materials (which we are low on)."

$5,000
Total

$5,000

Scientific Board
8

Yes

Face-to-face meeting of the Scientific Board

$7,000
Total

$7,000

Technical Committee
9

Yes

DDI Registry Resolution Enhancements

10

Yes

Technical Committee Face-to-Face Meeting focused on the production system

11

Yes

Content resolution system to support RDF Vocabularies (XKOS) and CVs

$4,637
$14,540
$2,000
Total

$21,177

Training WG
12

Yes

Videos (to share on social media)

13

Yes

Funding for workshops (travel and fees)

14

Yes

Discount/waiver workshop fees (for DDI members)

$1,100
$10,000
$1,500
Total

DDI-CDI WG

$12,600

These are the recurring and requested expenses for FY2022 (July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022). Recurring expenses are anticipated regular expenses of the Alliance. Funding requests represent
all funding requests submitted by Alliance members as of June 8, 2021. Each major Alliance committee or group was asked to submit a funding request. Additionally, a message was sent to the
entire DDI community soliciting funding requests. All submitted funding requests are listed below. The DDI Scientific Board evaluated requests related to scientitic or technical activities from the
perspective of the Alliance Scientific Plan. They will provide feedback about requests related to scientific or technical activities to the Executive Board. A link to the full funding request description is
also provided.
Reviewed by
ITEMNO Scientific Board?

Activity

15

Yes

Face-to-face meetings

16

Yes

RDF Syntax Representation Mapping

17

Yes

RDF Syntax Representation Implementation

18

No

Requested
$12,880
$4,500
$8,000
Total

$25,380

Total

$4,000

DDI URN registration at IANA

Community Requests
19

Yes

DDI Webinar Series Extension Proposal

20

Yes

Statistics Canada

$7,040
$20,724
Total

$27,764

Total Expenses

$152,071

ESTIMATED REVENUE (per 2021-2022 revenue)

*Currency in USD
*Last updated June 8, 2021

$97,500

SURPLUS / (LOSS) -- if all recurring expenses and funding requests are approved

-$54,571

FORECAST FUND BALANCE (30 JUNE 2021)

$295,011

PLUS SURPLUS/LOSS

-$54,571

FORECAST FUND BALANCE (30 JUNE 2022)

$240,441

Funding requests for 2021/22 from the Technical Committee
Submitted 24 May 2021
Contact: Wendy Thomas (chair) wlt@umn.edu
The funding request for 2021/22 consists of three separate requests including:
•
•
•

DDI Registry Resolution Enhancements - $4,637
Technical Committee Face-to-Face Meeting focused on the production system - $14,540
Content resolution system to support RDF Vocabularies (XKOS) and Controlled Vocabularies $2,000

These requests focus on the workplan items listed under Technical Processes and are critical to
supporting the technical underpinnings of resolution services for DDI URNs, Controlled Vocabularies,
and RDF vocabularies as well as address the on-going work of moving standards production away from
hand-crafted specifications to automated processes that support iterative development work, testing,
and validation. Please note that the DDI Registry Resolution Enhancements has been submitted by
Colectica who provide support for the current DDI Agency Registration System and is fully endorsed by
the Technical Committee. The funding request for the Content resolution system is an estimate of
possible costs during the 2021/22 funding period. Specific costs will depend upon where this system is
located (ICPSR, Cloud, or another member agency).
As background material I have included a copy of the 2021/22 Technical Committee Workplan to
indicate how these requests fit into the overall goals for the coming year.

Technical Committee Work Plan
2021-05-13 revised

The purpose of the Technical Committee is to model, render, maintain, and update the DDI
specifications to meet community needs and align with Alliance strategic goals. The TC receives input
from substantive working groups of the Scientific Board, DDI users and developers, and other interested
parties. This includes the development of conceptual models, implementation of models in various
technical forms, monitoring the metadata landscape and related developments, and initiate and plan
possible future directions for the standard.

Work Plan 2021/22
Continue work identified in DDI Roadmap as approved in 2019 within minor 2020 updates
Roadmap document: https://ddialliance.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/DDI4/pages/491555/Technical+Committee?preview=/491555/199825
8178/DDI_Roadmap_2021-02-25_update.docx
Product Maintenance and Development:
●

●

●
●
●

DDI-CDI review, vote for publication, and publication if approved. CURRENT STATUS: This has
been shifted from the last quarter of the current fiscal year due to adjustments in the DDI-CDI
workplan following feedback from presentations/review.
Codebook 2.6 review, vote for publication, and publication if approved CURRENT STATUS: Group
has been working on outstanding issues since June 2020 and has addressed approximately 65%
of 2.6 issues
Long term discussion on the Codebook future structures
XKOS support – work with group managing XKOS maintenance and development and ensure
clear expression of the role of XKOS in DDI Suite
SDTL support – work with SDTL group to ensure effective use of SDTL with other products as
appropriate

Technical Processes:
●

Lifecycle 3.4 – Complete the move of Lifecycle to the COGS modeling base, testing of input and
output for coverage and consistency. This will include testing multiple outputs (XML schema,
RDF, JSON, UMI to begin with). CURRENT STATUS: Evaluated input issues and are currently
correcting that script. Output scripts accurately reflect stored content.
o COGS as a processing tool has advantages for Lifecycle as noted when agreed on in 2019
including; auto generation of output structures based on translation rules from object
descriptions stored in structured CSV file; ability to add new output formats as needed;
ability to generate output and test new content as created;
o Review implications of multiple outputs on modeling, incorporating discussions and
approaches from the Moving Forward work where appropriate; this may require minor
remodeling of some choice or sequence usage

●
●

Complete work with CV and ICPSR in setting up the publication process for CVs to DDI space
including resolution support
Resolution process for DDI URNs – HTTP agency resolution service that allows users to create
HTTP service definitions using the registry web application for agencies and sub agencies
CURRENT STATUS: Discussed requirements

DDI Product Suite:
●

●
●

Comparison and mapping work – continue work from 2020/21 creating a content model for
overall DDI coverage, product coverage, and mapping. Includes exploring means of expressing
mapping for various needs. CURRENT STATUS: Created a content model as a basis for
comparison. Working on specific areas of comparison; Classifications, Variable Cascade
Continue revision work on DDI Alliance web pages under Products and resource pages under
Learn (Metadata Examples, Tools, Profiles, and Relationships to Other Standards
Integrate update of assigned DDI Alliance web pages into standard publication processes

2021 through 2023
●

●

●

●

●

Defining roles of individual products
o How products work together
o How advances/changes in one product affect other product development
o Role of products needs to be clear - use case driven rather than content coverage
o CDI has a goal of integration to other standards (a hub for integration)– how does this
impact current standards and their development - Relatively urgent question in terms of
funders - is it a stand alone thing, an integration thing
o Get feedback from people using CDI to see exactly where and how it’s being used and
who that community is
Inclusion of common functionality
o where to integrate from CDI
o Review of Moving Forward work to identify areas of improvement (Questionnaire, data
description, geographic description, separation of logical and physical clarification and
simplify, descriptive content for codebook)
o Clarify how products work together
Mapping between products
o Moving content across products - Identify content that should and can move between
products or subsets of products
o The needs to be a unified approach with expressions of mapping appropriate to needs
of target audiences
Recruitment of new additional members both on TC part and SB part
o more people, more use cases,
o integration of technical contacts
Review Moving Forward content and organize for easy mining of content and discussion

General Goals from TC perspective:
●

We need to have a discussion of how products work with each other to meet overall goals

●

●
●
●

The TC perspective regarding each product is presented on
o Overview of Current Products | Data Documentation Initiative (ddialliance.org)
o Developing Products of the Alliance | Data Documentation Initiative (ddialliance.org)
Mapping is a TC level activity which should involve the groups supporting existing and new
products
Recover the discussion of issues over time and layout points and decisions over time
Align different product implementations over time - how does that work and what does it look
like

Quote for
DDI Registry Resolution Enhancements
Date:
Expires:

20 May 2021
31 Jul 2021

To:

Jared Lyle
DDI Alliance

Item 1: HTTP agency resolution service definitions
-

Allow users to create HTTP service definitions using the registry web application for agencies
and sub agencies.
Available token replacements for Agency Id, Identifier, Version, and DDI Urn will be allowed
within the service location definitions to enable pattern based per-item http resolution
Built in service location for defining browser based web page view of items
Built in service location for defining DDI item download
Built in service location for defining DDI item set download
Allow any number of custom service locations for defining user defined services

Item 2: JSON description for agency service locations
-

Generate JSON description of agency service locations
Include additional agency information is JSON description including label, created and modified
date

Item 3: Well-Known location for agency service lookup
-

Add an api to the registry for downloading agency service discovery documents
Additionally allow individual institutions to publish DDI service locations using a ./wellknown/ddialliance/ location on their own web site.

Item 4: DDI URN Resolver for web users
-

Add a page to translate a DDI URN to a web browser service location
Allow Web Users to be redirected to the defined browser service location for the agency
Rate limiting to prevent abuse
Allow links to DDI Registry URN redirect with pre-populated URN

Item 5: Platform Upgrade
-

-

The registry currently uses .NET Core 2.2, which was End Of Life on December 23, 2019.
We will upgrade the platform to NET Core 5 which includes several benefits, including:
o Current support and security patches from Microsoft
o Performance, productivity, and security improvements
The DNS nameserver zone file generator will also be upgraded to .NET Core 5
1428 Washington Ave S Ste 203, Minneapolis, MN 55454
Phone 888-264-0711
sales@colectica.com

Item 6: Deployment and Testing
-

Deploy the new registry software, web site and zone file writer service to a virtual machine
Upgrade PostgreSQL database server to the latest supported version
Test DNS service record resolution for agencies and sub agencies
Test HTTP service resolution for agencies and sub agencies

Proposal
All amounts are in US Dollars. For quotes in other currencies, please contact us.
Item
Item 1: HTTP agency resolution service definitions
Item 2: JSON description for agency service locations
Item 3: Well-Known location for agency service lookup
Item 4: DDI URN Resolver for web users
Item 5: Platform Upgrade
Item 6: Deployment and testing
Total

Amount
$1159.20
$579.60
$579.60
$869.40
$579.60
$869.40
$4,636.80

1428 Washington Ave S Ste 203, Minneapolis, MN 55454
Phone 888-264-0711
sales@colectica.com

Proposal for face-to-face meeting of Technical Committee in 2021/22
Submitted 2021-05-24 by Wendy Thomas, Chair, Technical Committee

The Roadmap focuses on integration of DDI products and moving towards a more effective
production model. The first step has been the movement of DDI Lifecycle to COGS and the
production of a version 3.4 which takes the content of version 3.3 and expresses it in a more flexible
XML schema plus additional expressions including RDF, JSON schema, and UML. This is intricate
work and involves technical as well as intellectual issues regarding:
•
•
•
•

Vision – automation of production process with a flexible tool that can be adapted to fit a
variety of needs
Bindings – XML, RDF, JSON, UML
Implications for production, maintenance, tooling, training for Lifecycle
How can we leverage COGS across other DDI products?
o SDTL currently uses COGS as a production base
o Can we use COGS for Codebook?
o Is there a role for COGS in DDI-CDI, or XKOS

Progress has been made in this area with an initial loading of DDI-L 3.3 into COGS and an evaluation
of the ingest process and initial binding outputs. By the time of the meeting the ingest process for
Lifecycle will have been corrected and we can concentrate on outputs and differences between the
various DDI products. In addition, we will have input on the UML features used by DDI-CDI to inform
discussion of the UMI generated by COGS. Note that 5 members of the DDI-CDI working group also
serve on the Technical Committee so we will have substantial input from that project.
We are targeting the first half of 2022 in Minneapolis as this seems to work well with our overall
workplan and three members live in Minneapolis, reducing the overall cost. This also provides
additional time for individual organizations to move to full support of business travel.

Costs are dependent upon location:

Hotel costs while individually higher in US would be lessened by locating the meeting in Minneapolis
where 3 members reside and eliminating ground transport and hotel support. Estimated costs if DDI
supported all attendees would be $14,000-$15,000. Fewer attendees or institutional support of
attendance would lower this cost. Co-occurrence with another event such as NADDI would also lower
costs. All these issues would be taken into consideration when scheduling.

Per Person: 10 persons (Minneapolis *3 members live here):

Airfare:
Ground Transport:
Hotel:

$120/night for 6 nights

North
Total (4
European American European
3 NAmer)
$1000
$400
$5200
$100
$100
$700
$720
$720
$5040

M&I:
Total per person:

$60/day for 6 days

$360
$2180

$360
$1580

$3600
$14540

DDI Alliance CVs - URI resolution
Darren Bell - 22 April 2021
Background and problem statement
CVS Versioning
CVS URN identification and resolution
CVS URI Resolution for DDI CVs
Requirements going forward
Proposed solution
Rough estimate of work involved

Background and problem statement
DDI Alliance Controlled Vocabularies (CVs) are hosted on “CESSDA’s Vocabulary Service”
(CVS) platform at https://vocabularies.cessda.eu/. At time of writing, there are 24 DDI Alliance
CVs and 4 CESSDA-specific CVs. This platform is used both for editing CVs and for publishing
them.
“Controlled Vocabularies” in this context are hierarchical code lists (up to five levels deep).
Each item in a CV has a primary “Code value” (always solely in English) accompanied by a
“Code descriptive term” and a “Code definition” both of which can be available in other
languages. See below for an example of the Italian representation of the “Analysis Unit” CV:

CVS Versioning
The versioning model used on CESSDA Vocabulary Service is “verbose” in that each language
instantion of a particular CV is represented as a distinct object with a specific version number.
Each change to the CV in a particular language will instantiate a new object with an
incremented version number. Below is a list of the most current versions of the “Analysis Unit”
CV:

CVS URN identification and resolution
CESSDA Vocabulary Service provides URNs for each CV
e.g.urn:ddi:int.ddi.cv:AnalysisUnit:2.1 represents the URN for v2.1 of the Analysis Unit
CV.
These can be resolved interactively on the site by clicking the accompanying link, which will
redirect you to the correct HTML page e.g.
https://vocabularies.cessda.eu/urn/urn:ddi:int.ddi.cv:AnalysisUnit:2.1?lang=it

If machine-actionable URN resolution is required independent of the UI, a REST API is
provided - see https://vocabularies.cessda.eu/api-docs

CVS URI Resolution for DDI CVs
Regarding URI resolution (we use URI in the semantic web sense of a string of characters
that identifies and locates a resource), the CVS does not currently function satisifactorily.
Firstly, URIs for each CV item are currently not persisted in the underlying database.
They do appear to be manufactured as an output when a particular CV is interactively
downloaded as a SKOS representation (serialized as RDF/XML) :

The resulting data (a snippet of which is illustrated above) has some foundational issues
however:
1. URIs that are provided in the SKOS do not currently resolve anywhere e.g
https://ddialliance.org/Specification/DDI-CV/AnalysisUnit_2.1.html#Individual is a
dead link.
2. Perhaps more seriously, these are not RDF resource URIs at all but rather URLs
(intended as links to human-readable HTML pages). In that sense, they have no
utility at all in terms of resolving an identifier to an actual piece of data, as would be
useful for processing references to CV items in a DDI document.

Requirements going forward
It is assumed that the editing platform for DDI Alliance CVs in the short to medium term will
continue to be https://vocabularies.cessda.eu/
In order for a URI for a DDI Alliance CV or CV item to be correctly resolved under the
ddialliance.org domain the following will need to occur:
1. Well formed URIs will either need to be persisted explicitly in the CESSDA Vocabulary
Services Database and reflect the fact that each specific language instantiation of a
specific CV (or CV item) version is represented by a distinct object or there needs to be
a clear algorithm to generate the appropriate URI for each language/version object.
The Base URL for these URIs will ddialliance.org.
2. The DDI Alliance needs to host a system that can represent and persist CV data as
SKOS structures with appropriate additional RDF predicates (e.g. owl, dc and so on) that
will represent versioning and change log information. In practice, the most appropriate
database for this is a triple store.
3. The DDI Alliance needs to host a machine-readable endpoint that can present these
SKOS structures as RDF data (optimally in both JSON-LD and RDF/XML serializations).
4. There needs to be a repeatable, automated mechanism to export CVs and CV items
from CESSDA Vocabulary Services to the system alluded to in #2. The frequency of
updates to CVs on CESSDA Vocabulary Services will determine the periodicity with
which these updates need to take place.

Proposed solution
Broadly based on ELSST (the CESSDA Thesaurus platform), the following is proposed as an
infrastructure installed on a single Linux server:

Note that Fuseki/TDB could host and provide resolution for any graph entity including RDF
schema like : https://rdf-vocabulary.ddialliance.org/xkos.ttl and allow for traversal and
inference of properties (not currently possible with the current static file retrieval of xkos.ttl).

Rough estimate of work involved
1. Define schema required to represent CESSDA CVs in RDF; define x-walk from
CESSDA CVS schema; define URI namespace and URI syntax to handle language
and version specificity (several days).
2. Install TDB/Fuseki/Skosmos at DDI Alliance host and implement appropriate
security/DNS/firewall configuration (1 to 2 days)
3. Write transform to export data from CESSDA (1 to 2 weeks)
4. Pilot and test periodic upload (several days).
5. Load XKOS onto Apache Fuseki and test resolution and inferencing (1 to 2 days)
6. Load testing (1 day)
7. Release to production, promotion, training, maintenance plan, technical
documentation, disaster recovery plan (1 to 2 weeks)


DDITrainingWorkingGroup 
AnnualReport(2020-2021) 
BudgetRequestforFY2022(July2021throughJune2022) 

Submittedby:JaneFry(co-Chair)andAnjaPerry(co-Chair) 
Submittedon:June19,2021 


SomeHighlightsfromthepastyear 

TheDDITrainingGroupconsistsof13activemembersandmeetsthefirstTuesdayofeach
month.Wehavehadthreenewmembersjoinus,fourmembersarecurrentlyonleave,and
onememberleftthegroupduetoachangeinherjob.Havingnewmembersjoinushelps
toinvigoratethegroupandbringinnewperspectives. 

Inthepastyear,twosub-Workinggroupshaveachievedtheirgoalsand,therefore,have
disbanded.TheyaretheTrainingWebpagesUpdateandtheGapAnalysissub-working
groups.Themembersofthesesub-groupschosewhichoftheother2sub-groupsthey
wishedtojoin,thatis,eithertheSlideDecksReviewortheTrainingOpportunities
sub-groups.Thesetworemainingsub-groupscontinuetomeetonaregularbasisandto
worktowardscompletingtheirgoals. 

ThegoaloftheTrainingWebpagesUpdatesub-groupwastoreviewalloftheDDIpages
relatedtoTrainingandthisreviewhasledtothecompositionoffournewwebpages
directedatthepotentialuserwhohasnopreviousknowledgeofDDI.Thissub-groupfound
thesetypesofwebpagestobeagaponthewebsite.Aftermanydraftsandreviews,the
pagesarereadytobefinalized.Staytuned! 

DDIoutreachfromdifferentindividualshasresultedinpresentationsfornewgroups,
includingCODATA,FAIRsFAIRandtheDublinCoreMetadataGroup.Wearepleasedthat
wehaveformedanexcellentworkingrelationshipwithCODATAandtheyarehelpingus
withourwebinarsbymarketingthemforus(allowingustoreachgreaterpotential
participants),andallowingustousetheirwebinarsoftware.Thislatteritemisofgreathelp
tousastheyarealsothehosts(anddealwithalltechnicalissues),andthereisnocostto
us,resultinginasavingsinourbudget. 

WehavesetuptwoZenodoCommunities:D
 DITrainingMaterial(formerlytheDDITraining
Library)andtheD
 DITrainingGroup(toshareslidesusedinworkshopsandtraining
events).ThelatterCommunityhaddonesixpresentationsasoftheendofMay2021.The
firstsetofslidesofTrainingMaterialiscurrentlyunderreviewbytheScientificBoardand
willbepublishedsoon. 

TrainingPlan 

Ouroverarchinggoalistoofferacontinuumofonlinetrainingresources,frombasictomore
advanced,toencourageDDIuse.Thesetrainingresourceswillbeofferedinavarietyof

mediums,frompreparedself-selectedslidepresentations,towebinars,toin-person
training. 

Thereareanumberofgoalswehopetoaccomplishinthenextyear. 

● Slidedecks:T
 ocompletetherestoftheslidedecksthatwerestartedatthelast
DagstuhlWorkshops.Theseslidedecksareintendedtobeusedbyanyone,eitherin
apresentationoftheirown,orinlearningaboutDDIthemselves.Thissetofslide
deckswillalsoformthecoreoftheDDITrainingMaterial.Asothertopicsare
determined,newslidedeckswillbeputtogether,e.g.,oneforMetadata. 

● Trainingopportunities:TocontinuetoidentifydifferentDDItrainingopportunities,
eg.,webinars;conferences.Totakeadvantageoftheseopportunitiesbyputting
togetherascheduleofupcomingwebinars.Tocontinuetomonitorthetraining
requestswhicharesentinandtokeepaspreadsheetwiththebasicinformation
fromtherequestsfortrackingpurposes. 

● ToupdatetheE
 ventswebpagesbymakingtheinformationconsistentandby
depositingtheexistingpresentationsintotheappropriateZenodoDDIcommunity.
ThislattertaskwillbecoordinatedwiththeMarketingGroup. 

● ToupdatetheTermsofReferenceandMissionfortheTrainingGroup.Thesewere
writtenalmost2yearsagoanditistimetoupdatethem.Thisincludessolidifyingthe
nameofthisgroup,i.e.,Group,WorkingGroup,Committee. 


Discussion 

Theco-ChairshavemetwiththeChairoftheDDIMarketingWG,BarryRadler,anumberof
timestocontinueco-ordinatingactivities,e.g.,videos.Aswell,theyhavemetwiththeChair
oftheTechnicalCommittee,WendyThomas,toco-ordinatetherevisionoftheTrainingweb
pages.Thesemeetingswillcontinueasneeded. 

ThemembersoftheDDITrainingWGarequiteencouragedtoseethefruitsoftheirlabours
forthepastyear.Andwehavemoreideasforthefutureonceourinitialgoalshavebeen
completed.Wewelcomeanyfeedbackorcomments. 


BudgetRequest 

WeareincludingthebudgetrequestinourAnnualReporttobetransparentinourgoalsfor
thenextyear. TheTrainingWorkingGrouprequested$12,600forFY2022.Thisrequest
wasgranted. 

FY2022(July1,2021-June30,2022) 
TrainingGroupActivity 

Purpose/Goal 

Videos(toshareonsocial 4shortvideos(toincreaseour

Audience 
newandadvancedusers

Cost(USD$) 
1,100 

media) 

numberofshortvideos)tobe
producedbyKristiWinters.Will
co-ordinatewithMarketing. 

Fundingforworkshops
(travelsandfees) 

DDIwillbepromotedbysubmitting newusers 
workshopstoabout5conferences.
Travelcostsandconferencefeesare
coveredfortheinstructor. 

10,000 

Discount/waiver
workshopfees(forDDI
members) 

Wewillofferaworkshopfeewaiver newandadvancedusers
forDDImembersandaconference
feediscountforinstructorsattwo
conferences(EDDIandIASSIST). 

1,500 

Webpageupdate 

MembersoftheTrainingGroup
newandadvanced
continuetoupdateandmake
users,D
 DITrainers 
changestotraining-relatedcontent
ontheDDIwebsite. 

Translation 

Startwiththetranslationofthe
basicintroductoryslidedecks. 

newandadvancedusers In-kindcontributions 

TrainingMaterialupdate  MembersoftheTrainingGroup
newandadvanced
continuetoproduceTraining
users,D
 DITrainers 
Material(includingexercises)on
ZenodoandtheDDIwebsite(with
thehelpoftheDDIassistant). 
Teachinginwebinarsorat MembersoftheTrainingGroup
conferences 
engageinteachingactivitiesto
increaseDDIknowledgeinthe
researchcommunity. 
TOTAL 




ActiveMembersoftheDDITrainingWorkingGroup 

AlinaDanciu 
AdrianDusa(joinedMarch2021)
JaneFry
co-Chair 
DanGillman 
ArofanGregory 
KaiaKulla 
KathrynLavender(joinedMarch2021) 
MartaLimmert 
JaredLyle 
HayleyMills 
LauraMolloy(joinedMarch2021) 
HildeOrten 
AnjaPerry
co-Chair 


In-kindcontributions 

In-kindcontributions 

newandadvancedusers In-kindcontributions 



12,600 






CDI WG Budget Request for 2021-2022
Note that we have renamed ourselves the “Cross-Domain Integration Working Group” and so I use
that name instead of “Modelling, Representation, and Testing”.

Summary
We are requesting funding for anticipated face-to-face meetings for the further development of the DDICDI specification, and efforts to support near-term implementation.
We are also requesting funding to finalize the RDF syntax representation, which work was addressed for
the DDI 4 Prototype but now requires some updating to reflect the developments in DDI-CDI.

Face-to-Face Meetings
There are a few significant points regarding DDI-CDI:
•
•
•
•

DDI-CDI will be released in production version in June-July.
Feedback from the community has been rich and it is timely to review next steps.
In partnership with CODATA, we have produced a significant report which highlight use cases for
implementation.
There is a significant opportunity to explore those in detail and develop some detailed
implementations, partly but not exclusively in relation to CESSDA.

We are planning two weeks at Dagstuhl for which the space is reserved and confirmed by the Leibniz
Centre for Informatics.
•

•

The first week will review and prioritize the next workplan for DDI-CDI. Several features were
highlighted in the public review which were not implemented due to constraints of time and
resources. These have been outlined in the plan presented to the Scientific Board and would be
the focus of this event.
The second week will explore use cases for implementation and builds on the series of
workshops on cross-domain interoperability and recent work in the EOSC context around DDICDI. This workshop will explore use cases which were identified in the EOSC report: including
the application of DDI-CDI to the maintenance of the European Social Survey; and cross-domain
case studies involving i) social science and environmental data, and ii) demographic, public
health, clinical and genomics data.

After 18 months of working online and given the development arc described above, intensive face-toface work is timely and essential. It also gives us an opportunity to invite and recruit new individuals to
contribution to the work.
Therefore we request four transatlantic flights to participate in these workshops. Costing is presented
below.
The current circumstances of widespread vaccination and the opening up of travel allow us to think that
this plan will be possible.

However, if we find that this proves not to be the case, then we will fall back on a plan B, holding the
September workshops in a partly virtual format and arranging a further workshop in the spring of 2022.
In that case the funding request would be split between the two activities.
Face-to-face travel expenses (flights, train, accommodation, taxis): 12,880 USD

RDF Syntax Representation
Considerable work was done with the DDI 4 model and identifying a suitable mapping into the RDF
syntax in the past. We wish to build on that work, as the RDF syntax representation is, after XML, the
most critical one for the user community, given the popularity of Linked Open Data in many domains as
well as the SBE sciences.
The work to finalize this mapping will require some consulting effort. We have broken this into two
discrete tasks, as the skills needed for each are not necessarily found in the same individual:
1. Updating the mappings from the DDI-CDI model to the needed syntax constructs
2. Implementing the mapping as a transformation (similar to what we use for the XML syntax
representation)
The mapping work is estimated to cost 4,500 USD
The implementation of the syntax representation will cost 8,000 USD
We assume that these tasks can be conducted on a fixed-price basis, as this is likely to be more costeffective given current hourly rates for programmers and RDF experts.

Totals
The total amount requested will be:
25,380 USD

DDI URN Resolution
Description and Discussion

Draft, 2020-10-13, Joachim Wackerow
Updated for CVs, 2021-03-09

Introduction

The DDI specifications use the DDI URN (Uniform Resource Name) as persistent identifier. It is used for
any resource which is defined by DDI specifications and can be identified by a DDI URN.
The DDI URN is an URN defined according to the RFC 8141. “Request for Comments (RFC) is a publication
from the Internet Society (ISOC) and its associated bodies, most prominently the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF), the principal technical development and standards-setting bodies for the Internet.”
(Wikipedia). “A Uniform Resource Name (URN) is a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) that is assigned
under the "urn" URI scheme and a particular URN namespace, with the intent that the URN will be a
persistent, location-independent resource identifier.” (RFC 8141).
The Namespace Specific String (NSS) of all URNs using the "ddi" NID is a globally unique identifier
consisting of the DDI agency identifier (registration authority identifier), the identifier of the DDI
resource (data identifier), and the version of the resource (version identifier). This structure is according
to the International Registration Data Identifier (IRDI) defined in ISO/IEC 11179 Information technology Metadata registries (MDR) - Part 6: Registration, Annex A.
The DDI URN is defined in a specific RFC (22 pages) with the title “A Uniform Resource Name (URN)
Namespace for the Data Documentation Initiative (DDI)” written by Joachim Wackerow. This RFC will be
soon submitted for comments and approval to the related IETF email list (urn@ietf.org). The goal is to
achieve a formally approved namespace in the official IANA registry of URN namespaces.
In a subsequent step, the registration for "DDI" in the "URN.ARPA" zone is planned (“ARPA” is an
Internet top-level domain). This will enable DNS-based (Domain Name System) resolution of a DDI URN
to specific DDI services. A DDI service could enable the resolution of a DDI URN to a physical location like
an URL (Uniform Resource Locator).
It should be noted that there are some dependencies on the IETF authorities regarding the steps
described in the two previous paragraphs.
This paper at hand describes the multiple levels and steps of the resolution process and the related body
of responsibility. The paper points out some issues in the overall setup and raises some related
questions.
There are surely more open issues and questions. The document is open for comments.

Resolution Steps

The different steps of the resolution process are listed here:
1. A program (client) sends a request for a specific DDI URN to the DNS (server) with the DNS zone
ddi.urn.arpa. The DDI URN is “urn:ddi:us.mpc:PISA-QS.QI-2:1”.
2. DNS delegates the request to the nameserver of the DDI Alliance because this will be the default
route for DDI URNs.
3. The nameserver of the DDI Alliance delegates the request to the nameserver of the MPC. The
DDI agency “us.mpc” has an entry in the DDI agency registry which defines the MPC nameserver
as default route for DDI URNs of the DDI agency us.mpc.
4. The MPC nameserver answers with a list of available DDI services. One of the possible DDI
services should be the resolution of a DDI URN to an URL.
5. The program selects one of the DDI services. The program sends a request for the DDI URN
“urn:ddi:us.mpc:PISA-QS.QI-2:1” to this specific service.
6. The DDI service sends an answer. This is an URL in the case of the service which can resolve to an
URL.
7. The program can use this URL to request the resource which is identified by the DDI URN.

Steps 1 and 5

The program needs capabilities to interact with the DNS, i.e. sending specific requests and receiving list
of services.

Responsibility

The application programmer is responsible for this respectively the organization which is interested in
DDI software for the use of distributed DDI resources. The programmer can use available program
libraries for these purposes.

Open Issue

There are specific program libraries of Colectica available at the DDI Alliance registry site. It needs to be
explored whether they are sufficient for the simple use in DDI software.

Step 1 and 2

Prerequisites for the steps one and two are …
•
•
•

the approved RFC for the DDI URN, i.e. a formal URN namespace for DDI resources,
the entry “ddi.urn.arpa” in the DNS system, and
the delegation of DNS requests to the DDI Alliance nameserver.

Responsibility

The DDI Alliance is responsible for this. Joachim Wackerow is working on this.
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Step 3

The nameserver of the DDI Alliance needs to be configured in a way that DNS requests are delegated to
the specific registered nameservers (in the DDI agency registry).

Responsibility

The DDI Alliance is responsible for this.

Open Issue

It needs to be determined who the actual work is doing. It should be noted that there is some
dependency of the University Michigan IT regarding nameservers. One option for doing the work would
be Colectica. Colectica is already maintaining the DDI Alliance registry on behalf of the DDI Alliance.

Step 4

The available DDI services of a DDI agency need to be configured in the agency nameserver.

Responsibility

The DDI agency is responsible for this.

Open Issue

DDI services – at minimum the resolution of DDI URNs to physical locations like URLs - are crucial for the
distributed use of DDI resources.
Are enough resources and competence available in every DDI agency to maintain DDI services and to
configure the agency nameserver accordingly?
Could offers of the DDI Alliance help here? Like support (for example tutorials) for maintaining DDI
services at DDI agencies? Or are central DDI services at the DDI Alliance the solution? This would raise
other questions like:
•
•

What is the policy of the DDI Alliance on this? This would need to be developed first.
What are the required resources for this? Can the DDI Alliance afford this?

Step 5

The program needs capabilities to communicate with DDI services.

Responsibility

The application programmer is responsible for this respectively the organization which is interested in
DDI software for the use of distributed DDI resources.

Open Issue

DDI services are currently not standardized. Standardized DDI services and related program libraries
would enable easier development of software for the use of distributed DDI resources.
A REST-based API for the resolution of DDI URN to URLs and related program libraries seem to be most
important.
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DDI Vocabularies

DDI Vocabularies are also DDI resources which are identified by DDI URNs. The resolution of these DDI
URNs to URL is important for any use of the DDI Vocabularies.

Open Issue

It should be clarified how this can be achieved. There are DDI Vocabularies from the DDI Alliance and
from CESSDA. Could a collaborative approach be possible?
The DDI Alliance vocabularies have currently a wrong URN. This needs to be corrected.
Side issues:
•
•

Does the URN change trigger a new version of the CVs?
The CVs are still available only in Genericode. There was agreement to use SKOS. The CVs should
be transformed to SKOS. There is already work available from Benjamin Zapilko, see:
https://github.com/linked-statistics/DDI-controlled-vocabularies.

Conclusion

The described scenario needs some efforts to provide a workable basis. This will need some time. The
“Open Issue” and dependency sections describe some possible obstacles.

Workaround

Until completion of all steps described above, a limited workaround for the resolution of DDI URNs to
URLs would make sense. One option is to provide a DDI HTTP-based service which takes the DDI URN as
a HTTP query parameter and answers with the related URL. This approach would not require the steps 1
to 4. The investment in the development of this service would not just be for the workaround. This
service could be improved later for the final solution.
One option for maintaining the resolution table from DDI URN to URL is the use of the standardized XML
Catalog approach. There is related software available – for example in the Java runtime environment.
The prototype DDI4R uses this approach.
A workaround approach would raise again the resource questions mentioned above.
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DDI Webinar Series Extension Proposal
Summary
This proposal builds on on-going work which the Training Opportunities Subgroup has been doing in
collaboration with CODATA around the DDI Webinar Series to better leverage the current marketing and
training opportunities highlighted by those efforts. Recent webinars have been quite popular:
introductory DDI presentations In December of 2020 and the initial webinar on metadata both had more
than 75 attendees, with a high level of engagement. We feel that both from a training perspective and
from a marketing perspective these channels provide a significant new audience for DDI products.
Further, CODATA is involved with separate efforts focused on Research Data Management training,
primarily aimed at young researchers and prospective data managers through their Research Data
Management School and related activities through the FAIRsFAIR project. We feel that metadata
broadly and DDI specifically could be fit into these curricula at appropriate points and have had some
exploratory discussions with individuals in these groups.
We see the benefits of actively pursuing these channels through an enhanced webinar series and
engagement with CODATA training activities as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accelerated development and testing of DDI Training Materials (as the basis for webinars and
other presentations) – these would be coordinated with the DDI Training Slide Review group
Broader audience for DDI Trainings/Tutorials through the webinar series
Large marketing impact among RDM communities which are not currently aware of DDI
products and DDI-based approaches/solutions
Creation of recorded webinars for distribution through the YouTube channel
Creation of “short version” presentation materials for use in marketing activities and videos
Train-the-trainer opportunities to give members of the DDI community experience in preparing
and delivering webinars based on the DDI Training Materials being developed in the Training
WG

The Training WG has a more narrowly defined scope, and it is felt that a joint activity, planned by both
the Training Opportunities subgroup and the Marketing group, and conducted in concert with the
current webinar series, is the best way forward. It has the advantage of being integrated with existing
efforts, but also taking into account the concerns of the Marketing group.

Current Training Outline
Currently, there is a planned series of 5 webinars, the first of which was successfully delivered, An
additional four webinars are planned, based on materials being developed for the Training Materials and
input from other relevant sources. The first five webinars have been resourced, with the development of
slides accelerated through “mini-sprints” funded with unused (due to COVID travel restrictions) money
in the Training WG budget at the end of FY 2021.
The Training Opportunities group has committed to conducting the remaining webinars outlined in the
series, although some questions remain as to how best to resource these. It is felt that the proposed
programme should be as ambitious as realistically possible, but that no public commitment should be
made until any given webinar can be practically planned and resourced.

The current DDI Webinar Series is described in the attached outline.

Proposed Activities
1. Webinars
This proposal would cover the delivery of all the webinars outlined in the proposal (or their equivalents,
as appropriate) and would further allow for additional webinars to be conducted as appropriate (up to
three additional activities could be added to the existing program, extending the series from the 9
currently envisioned to a programme of 12.)
Each webinar would produce a full set of slides for addition to the Training Materials, which would be
developed according to that template and style and submitted to the Slide Review subgroup for
review/acceptance. This would accelerate the development of materials for the library. The “minisprint” methodology would be employed for the creation of these decks, working closely with
appropriate members of the Training WG and DDI community broadly.
Each webinar would involve new presenters as appropriate, to give interested members of the DDI
community experience in the webinar process.
Further, each webinar would produce two versions of the presentation:
(1) A “Tutorial” version suitable for 90-120 minute presentations
(2) A “short” version suitable for use in a 10-15 minute presentation at conferences or similar for a
(these might also form the basis of short marketing videos)

2. Engagement with External Training Initiatives
Through our connection with CODATA, we propose to plan and pursue collaborative work with their
“Research Data Management School” and related activities going on under the FAIRsFAIR umbrella.
While FAIRsFAIR is largely a European project, the CODATA School is more focused on LMIC countries,
although their virtual programme is international – events will include as many as 800 participants from
around the globe on general RDM topics.
There are a range of opportunities here which could be pursued:
1. Adding a specialized DDI curricula to their “Data Stewardship” programme, by giving tutorials in
support of their current events (they have many virtual presentations and conduct a multi-week
“summer” programme in Europe each year).
2. Giving webinars as part of their broader RDM series on data management topics involving
metadata and standards such as DDI (FAIR could be a good jumping-off point for this audience,
which is largely made up of beginning researchers)
3. Working with FAIRsFAIR to help support their training resource centers by inclusion of DDI- and
metadata-related material.
We propose that a reasonable set of activities be identified through discussion and consultation with the
CODATA and FAIRsFAIR teams, and that these be carried out over the course of the year. We would
anticipate that this would result in a half-dozen specific events, and likely other more concrete
deliverables in terms of a DDI contribution to the RDM resource centers for FAIRsFAIR.

The envisioned plan would be developed by members of the Training Opportunities Subgroup,
Marketing, and other DDI community members as appropriate, but would be prioritized according to
the combined goals of the Training and Marketing groups.

Budget Request
The anticipated effort involved in this work is expected to be on the order of 5 person-weeks of
dedicated time, supplemented by the volunteer work already on-going in the Marketing and Training
WGs.
The requested budget would only include money for consultation. Any travel needed to engage with the
CODATA Research Data Management School programme or other, similar face-to-face events is likely to
be local and could be handled institutionally. Note that the webinar series has arranged to use the
existing CODATA platform, so there is no need for additional software licensing.
The total requested is 7040 USD.

A vision for DDI in a research infrastructure
The DDI suite of products consists of multiple specifications in the form of a UML model representation,
i.e. XMI, and syntax representations, e.g. XML Schema, JSON-LD, RDF/OWL, etc. together with
documentation in various forms. The specifications of the DDI products follow different architectures:
DDI Lifecycle, for instance, is XML Schema-driven, i.e. all syntax representations are derived from XML
Schema constructs, which functions as the de-facto model; DDI-CDI, in contrast, follows a model driven
architecture approach1, in which a conceptual, platform-independent model (PIM) captures the
high-level entity-relationship specification and a number of platform-specific models (PSM) describe the
intricacies of the different syntax representations. Both specifications can describe a data layer,
consisting of various types of data, from very structured to NoSQL and streams, together with the
concepts it represents and the various processes involved in data production, integration and sharing.
In order to produce the building blocks of a future global research infrastructure, we need to make the
DDI products into an implementation reality. To that end, we envision a rich framework and ecosystem of
reusable and shareable libraries, micro-services and tools, all built around a community of vendors and
open source developers that can provide a marketplace of evolving components, services and protocols,
and easy integration with other specifications and standards, most notably SDMX, DCAT and PROV. This
extended FAIR ecosystem will then be leveraged to implement data production solutions and advanced
analytics, including Big Data and machine learning.
This vision addresses mainly two DDI Alliance strategic actions: (1) high-level goals and (3) Improvement
of interoperable and distributed DDI infrastructure for use and reuse of DDI resources. It will also
facilitate the seamless integration of content from existing and future DDI registries and repositories [as
per action (4) Registries/repositories] into a global data production infrastructure.
The next diagram shows an overview of the implementation stack.

Such an ecosystem can be initially enabled by a rich DDI libraries layer (center). These libraries should
span both lifecycle and CDI. This project will tackle the definition of a generic framework for both DDI
versions and will focus on the development of libraries for a meaningful fragment of CDI.
1

https://www.omg.org/mda/

DDI libraries development
We need to provide libraries in a variety of languages, e.g. R, Python, Java. These libraries will map the
syntax representations of DDI to constructs in the respective languages. These high-level languages share
a lower-level development language, which is C. The idea is to create a common, generic C/C++ library
that deals with the serialization and deserialization of DDI objects and then creates the specific objects
and methods in the respective higher-level languages. This way we can use the same code base to
handle the common functionality, e.g. reading and writing syntax representations, on top of which we’ll
have multiple code packages for the language-specific functionality, e.g. creating and maintaining
language constructs.
In order to get there, we first need a clear design of the necessary language constructs. These constructs
consist basically of classes and methods. They need to cover not just the DDI model but also the linkage
to the data itself – e.g. integrating data and metadata in a data frame. In addition, they need to provide
higher-lever methods capable of manipulating composite objects not just individual ones – e.g. some
entities, like classifications, are composite objects spanning multiple classes that usually need to be
managed together.
To produce such a design, we are proposing to use a kind of domain driven design2 approach in which
the main set of classes and methods are defined using one specific prototyping language, e.g. Python.
This requires domain experts, i.e. DDI modelers, working closely together with language experts, e.g.
Python programmers. The result of this exercise is a prototype implementation that can then be used by
a C/C++ developer to implement the DDI libraries.

The object layer domain driven prototype provides higher-level functionality suitable for defining library
requirements. However, the object model does not address data serialization and deserialization, storage
and interoperability across languages. We propose prototyping a data interface layer, in addition to the
several model specifications. The model specifications allows for model validation, and the data interface
2

https://martinfowler.com/bliki/DomainDrivenDesign.html

layer provides persistency and conversion to/from the object model. One approach for the data interface
layer is to adopt a data format that implements an Interface Definition Language (IDL). IDLs allows the
specification of messages in a language-and-platform-neutral way through defined schemas. Out of the
schemas, data serialization and deserialization classes for a variety of programming languages can be
generated. The generated classes guarantee data interoperability across platforms. In addition to the IDL,
an XML data object model (DOM) can serve as a data interface layer for the XML schema access.
Therefore, we provide multiple model specifications for syntax access and multiple data interface layers
for data access. Persisted data can be validated using the higher-level object model, and independently
validation methods can be developed for the model specifications. Examples of IDLs include Google’s
Protocol Buffer and Flatbuffer, Apache Thrift, Apache Avro.

